L E D T A I L L I G H T S E T: M K 7 V W G T I / G O L F R
SKU# 4754

MFG# 5G0945207KT

INSTRUCTIONS ARE ALSO AVAILABLE ONLINE FOR A MORE ENHANCED VIEWING.
PLEASE VISIT WWW.USPMOTORSPORTS.COM AND SEARCH SKU# 4754

TOOLS REQUIRED:
-RAZOR BLADE
-8MM SOCKET AND
RATCHET
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7716 WILES RD.CORAL SPRINGS, FL 33067
WWW.USPMOTORSPORTS.COM

LED TAIL LIGHT SET:
MK7 VW GTI/ GOLF R

INSTALL INSTRUCTIONS

1. Open rear hatch and locate covers behind hatch tail lights. Remove
by applying force as shown.

3b. Repeat for opposite side.

2. Remove covers from both sides.

4. Using a razor blade on drivers side plug, cut off protruding tab as shown. Both sides
of plug should be flat. Note:
this only needs to be done on
drivers side plug.

3a. Locate connectors behind the
hatch lights and push red clip to
unlock (1). Then pushdown clip (2)
and unplug the harness. Remove two
8mm nuts from rear of each hatch
light
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5. Remove hatch lights by
first pulling up (1) and then
away (2) as shown. Repeat
for both sides.
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LED TAIL LIGHT SET:
MK7 VW GTI/ GOLF R

INSTALL INSTRUCTIONS

6. Install new tail lights in reverse order. Sliding them in from the outside
first (1), then popping them down
into place (2).

9. Inside paneling windows, loosen
and remove plastic wing nut screws.

7. Secure new tail lights using OEM
8mm nuts and reconnect harnesses.

10. Remove tail lights just enough to reach between them and the body of the
car. Release red clip then disconnect harness and remove tail lights. Install new
tail lights in reverse order.

8. Locate windows in rear paneling
and pop open on both sides.
Enjoy your new LED tail lights.
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LED TAIL LIGHT SET:
MK7 VW GTI/ GOLF R

INSTALL INSTRUCTIONS

10. Insert locking pin from cylindrical side, until tip of pin pokes out of spherical side.

11. Lock the retaining clip into place by rotating it until it clips into the groove on
the gas spring. Repeat for both ends of the gas spring.

12. Repeat process for opposite gas spring.

13. After both gas springs are fully installed, manually lift and lower the hatch
3-4 times without fully engaging the closing latch. A faint compression sound
will be heard coming from the dampers, this is normal and will dissipate over
time.
Enjoy your automatic hatch pop capabilities!
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